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1. Abstract
The presentation will cover three topics:
•

Optimum quantity & locations of fiber optic sensors in core-form & shell-form transformers

•

Error due to locating the sensors in radial spacers

•

Hot-spot response to dynamic load variations

One of the major issues when deciding where to locate discrete fiber optic sensors is that thermal
scatter will often override the local loss density distribution. Thus, it is not enough to install one or two
sensors at the location with the highest calculated loss density to obtain a proper value for the hotspot temperature. Dr. Nordman will show a number of measurements from real practice and make a
suggestion for the installation of sensors in core-form transformers. Mr. Cuesto will show examples
of installations in shell-form transformers.
The sensors are typically installed in slots in radial spacers instead of inside the paper wrapping to
touch the metallic conductor. The reason for this is to avoid probes breaking during installation and
final compacting of the windings. This causes some inaccuracies in the temperature measurements.
Mr. Heinzig will quantify this inaccuracy and judge whether it is significant or not for the safe operation
of the transformer.
The phenomenon of "hot-spot overshoot" has been an actual topic within IEEE for many years, in
connection with the work on the Loading Guide. Dr. Susa will summarize the conception of hot-spot
overshoot. He will also give some examples of hot-spot overshoot from real practice and show how
dynamic thermal models can be tuned by recordings from fiber optic probes. He will also show how
the IEEE Annex G method fits with fiber optic measurement results.

2. Learning Objectives
This presentation will demonstrate the following:
•

How thermal scatter overrides loss density distribution

•

Why it is necessary to install more than two sensors in a winding

•

Why discrete sensors are used instead of continuous probes with embedded sensors along
their length

•

Why sensors should not be installed in layer windings

•

Why it is proper to install sensors in radial spacers

•

About the hot-spot overshoot at sharp load increases in ONAN, ONAF and OFAF cooled
transformers
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3. Learning Outcomes
As a result of attending this tutorial session, participants will gain an understanding of the following:
•

Observe from examples the range of thermal variations at the top of a winding

•

Help transformer users to specify and transformer manufacturers to select the number and
locations of fiber optic sensors

•

Help interpreting the fiber optic sensor recordings

•

Increase the understanding of the inaccuracy caused by the installation of the fiber optic
probes in the radial spacers

•

Understand the behavior of the hot-spot at sudden and sharp load increases
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